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The mini type blown film machine features a compact design that is an economical choice for making general packaging products such as t-shirt bags, shopping bags, rolls bags, bottom sealing bags, and many more. Compared to the Mini Type Model, this generic type of blown film
machine is more extensible for different devices. Advanced screw design and groove feeder for excellent material mixing, high performance and reliable production quality. Unique die head and air ring to achieve a stable bubble and better even the thickness of the film and pocket. It
provides a good deal for a t-shirt bag, shopping bag, agriculture, and many more. Adjustable tower height. This two-headed blown film machine line can produce 2 film reels of the same width at the same time, and the production capacity is therefore quite higher than models with only one
die head. Thanks to the design of the double head, it not only takes up less space, but also consumes less energy, which offers a cost-effective solution for making plastic bags with less width. Film width 2000 ~ 4000mm, for general packaging and agricultural Hutch.Heavy duty construction,
take up the tower. Automatic surface retractor with recording device. Swing the type of manual screen changer. Film width available since 2000 ~ 4000mm, excellent for heavy-duty bags. Unique die head and air ring design to achieve a stable bubble and better even the thickness of the film
and pocket. The gearbox uses high torque and an enforced lubrication system. Automatic surface retractor with recording device. Oscillating haul. The A/B type of blown film machine is equipped with 2 extruders and is capable of producing a two-layer/double-colouring film. The three-layer
ABC extrusion machine is the ideal choice for the production of high quality plastic products such as shrink foils, agricultural mulchers, electric insulating foils, packaging foils, medical packaging foils, stretch hooded foils. The raw material formula for each layer can be customized to your
requirements. The oscillating haul-off unit provides excellent randomisation of film gauge, which ensures the production of high-quality films without wrinkles. The oscillating haul-off unit is also quite durable, and its lifespan of the device is much longer than a rotary die. Atlas offers a wide
varitu blown film extrusion line for many different applications: food bags, clothing/clothing/T-shirt bags, garbage pads, agro movies (mulches, greenhouse films, silage bags and fumigation barriers), food wrapping foils, shipping packaging, building covers, medical covers, stretch wrappers,
shrinking films and many more. Whether you need compact and ready-to-use models for making single-layer films or custom-built co-extrusion machines for making multilayered films with specific features, we can absolutely meet your requirements. Mini type blown movie machine has
design, which is an economic choice for production in general products such as t-shirt bags, shopping bags, rolls bags, bottom sealing bags, and many more. Compared to the Mini Type Model, this generic type of blown film machine is more extensible for different devices. Advanced screw
design and groove feeder for excellent material mixing, high performance and reliable production quality. Unique die head and air ring to achieve a stable bubble and better even the thickness of the film and pocket. It provides a good deal for a t-shirt bag, shopping bag, agriculture, and
many more. Adjustable tower height. This two-headed blown film machine line can produce 2 film reels of the same width at the same time, and the production capacity is therefore quite higher than models with only one die head. Thanks to the design of the double head, it not only takes up
less space, but also consumes less energy, which offers a cost-effective solution for making plastic bags with less width. Film width 2000 ~ 4000mm, for general packaging and agricultural Hutch.Heavy duty construction, take up the tower. Automatic surface retractor with recording device.
Swing the type of manual screen changer. Film width available since 2000 ~ 4000mm, excellent for heavy-duty bags. Unique die head and air ring design to achieve a stable bubble and better even the thickness of the film and pocket. The gearbox uses high torque and an enforced
lubrication system. Automatic surface retractor with recording device. Oscillating haul. The A/B type of blown film machine is equipped with 2 extruders and is capable of producing a two-layer/double-colouring film. The two-layer/ABC three-layer co-extrusion machine is the perfect choice for
making high-end plastic products such as shrink foils, agricultural mulchers, electric insulating foils, wrapping foils, medical wrapping foils, stretch hood foils. The raw material formula for each layer can be customized to your requirements. The oscillating haul-off unit provides excellent
randomisation of film gauge, which ensures the production of high-quality films without wrinkles. The oscillating haul-off unit is also quite durable, and its lifespan of the device is much longer than a rotary die. The three-layer ABC extrusion machine is the ideal choice for the production of
high quality plastic products such as shrink foils, agricultural mulchers, electric insulating foils, packaging foils, medical packaging foils, stretch hooded foils. The raw material formula for each layer can be customized to your requirements. The oscillating haul-off unit provides excellent



randomisation of film gauge, which ensures the production of high-quality films without wrinkles. The oscillating haul-off unit is also quite durable, and its lifespan of the device is much longer than a rotary die. The high speed PP blown film machine is suitable for making PP bags and fims.
CHERNG HORNG provides you with all the plant equipment and project for the manufacture of plastic films and plastic bags, including blown foil foils film extrusion machine, flexo printing machine, plastic bag production machine, stretch film rewinder machine, and agricultural blown film
machine. Copyright © Cherng Horng Machinery Co., Ltd. / TEL: 886-2-29813178, 29829753 / FAX: 886-2-29813455 Address: No.2, Lane 393, Zhongzheng N. Rd., Sanchong Dist., New Taipei City 241, Taiwan Export by: YOYEE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. / E-mail: service@film-
inflation.com ; janet@yoyee.com.tw blown film extrusion line LDPE ... more than 30 years dedicated to the production, research and development of a blown film machine in Taiwan. * Usage: Laundry bag, shopping bags, agricultural film, movie packing --------------------------------------------------
------------------- ... Total: 3 Matila is recognized as one of the leading brands on the market in the field of film machines. We have collected almost 30 years of experience and deep expertise in developing plastic extrusion solutions. Now we have launched a variety of film blowing machines:
Mono-Layer Blown Film Machines, MultiLayer Blown Film Plants and other blown film machines. Please feel free to learn more through the introductions below. Why choose MATILA? All of our blown film extrusion machines are equipped with Rossi transmission, which is made in Italy, ABB
converter as standard equipment, and we use PID thermos controller + SCR for our heating system. Therefore, we can guarantee that our machine saves up to 20% of energy consumption than other competitors. With our special flow path design alight, it only takes half an hour to clean the
material inside, it not only makes the operation more efficient, but also improves the quality of the end product. Any further investigation, please feel free to contact us. Plastic Film Extrusion Machine / Monolayer Blown Film Line EquipmentUS $10000/ Set1 Set1 Set(Min
Order)10YRSShanghai Daiwai Mechanical &amp; Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.Plastic Film Extrusion Machine / Monolayer Blown Film Line Equipment Main Technical 1.film extrusion machine is newly designed, screw L/D is 32:1. 2.s function of multistage compression, cutting, mix
melting, 3.Output could reach 2 times as others. Features about this kind of super high speed plastic film extrusion machine: 1) Reduction box: 1:16 three-stage reduction 2) Good water cooler. Professional manufacturer with 20-year experience of HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE blown foil extrusion
machine, plastic bag printing machine, plastic bag machine. CE, ISO certified 7 layer PA EVOH blown film extrusion machineUS $78888-$98888/Set1 Set (Min Order) 8YRSFujian Uniwis Industrial Co., Ltd.Uniwis brand multilayer blowing water-cooling blown film extrusion machine
Parameters function Line uses advanced technologies such as splench form head multilayer extrusion, water-cooling down-shot and film rotation etc. It produces wrapping foils and multi-layer packaging material that perform well, such as obstruction, sealing, choking, maintaining
maintenance heat seals, print, and provide cheap and good multilayered plastic packaging foils for food, auxiliary agricultural products, medical treatments, pesticides, chemical industry, everyday products and military industrial supplies. Main fittings 1.Electrical fittings: Yatai PID Self-
adjusting automatic temperature meter, Schneider Pushbutton, switches, pilot lights, semantics and thermal overload Relay, Korea LG circuit breaker; 2.Lubrication system: Taiwan Famous automatic oiling system; 3.Pneumatic system: Japan SMC; SMC;
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